
 Austen Tangen 
 Phone: (732) 320-0575 | Email: atangen2406@gmail.com | Manalapan, NJ 

 LinkedIn:  https://www.linkedin.com/in/autangen94  |  Portfolio:  tangendzgns.com 
 GitHub:  https://github.com/AuTangen 

 Organized and detail-oriented Web Developer transitioning from the beer industry where I played 
 a key role in production, marketing, and quality assurance. Recently completed a coding 
 bootcamp program through  Rutgers University  and earned  a certificate in full-stack web 
 development. Experience in web design utilizing a combination of strong communication, 
 collaboration, problem-solving, and analytical skills. Passionate about developing apps from 
 conception to execution, with focus on mobile-first design. Excited to work in a fast-paced and 
 diverse team environment to meet client demands and exceed expectations. 

 TECHNICAL SKILLS 
 JavaScript ES6+, CSS3, HTML5, WordPress, SQL, NoSQL, GitHub, MongoDB, GraphQL, Express, 
 React, Node, Handlebars, jQuery, Bootstrap, AWS Cloud, DynamoDB, S3 Buckets, Cloud 
 Databases, NGINX Web Server 

 PROJECTS 
 Furniture |  www.  github.com/AuTangen/apparati-furniture  |  apparati-furniture.herokuapp.com 

 ●  Summary:  A website for an online furniture store. Leverages reusable React components 
 to keep things clean and maintainable for development and utilizes a backend built with 
 MongoDB to store and keep track of inventory. 

 ●  Tools: React.js, MongoDB, REST API, HTML, CSS, JavaScript, Stripe 

 BrewTools |  www.github.com/AuTangen/BrewTools  |  brewtools-046156aef935.herokuapp.com 
 ●  Summary: A recipe builder/calculator app for homebrewers. Built on React and MongoDB 
 ●  Tools: React.js, MongoDB, REST API, HTML, CSS, JavaScript 

 WeatherApp |  www.github.com/AuTangen/weather_app  |  autangen.github.io/weather_app 
 ●  Summary: Weather app that provides current and future weather forecasts in cities. 
 ●  Tools: HTML, CSS, JavaScript, jQuery, API, Bootstrap, Font Awesome, Photoshop 

 HeadSpace |  https://github.com/AuTangen/aws-socialApp  |  http://18.225.37.230/ 
 ●  Summary: A social media app that utilizes Amazon web services to store user posts to a 

 cloud database. 
 ●  Tools: HTML, CSS, JavaScript, DynamoDB, AWS Cloud, S3 Buckets, Nginx 

 CodePad |  www.github.com/AuTangen/codepad_text_editor  |  codepad.herokuapp.com 
 ●  Summary: A text editor app for Web Developers. Saves user input and can be installed to 

 the desktop for offline use. 
 ●  Tools: HTML, CSS, JavaScript, Express, Express Webpack, Babel, Illustrator, PWA 
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 WORK EXPERIENCE 

 Carton Brewing,  Atlantic Highlands NJ —  Packaging  Lead 

 May 2019 - Feb 2023 

 Fulfilled multiple roles at one of NJ’s premiere craft breweries, where I stood out for my critical 
 thinking and problem solving skills. 

 ❖  Managed canning line operations, maintenance, and quality assurance. 

 ❖  Successfully trained and mentored production staff on packaging line operations. 

 ❖  Oversaw the barrel-aging program, successfully producing dozens of specialty beers from 
 product inception, development, and execution. 

 Zuber Brewing,  Middlesex NJ —  Brewing Technician 

 June 2015 - Apr 2019 

 Joined the company when it was a brand new start-up where I collaborated  in branding, 

 product design/development, social media marketing - as well as back-of-house production. 

 ❖  Coordinated daily brewhouse and packaging operations to meet company standards 

 ❖  Collaborated  in recipe/product design to align with brand image and current industry trends 

 ❖  Developed artwork for canned products utilizing knowledge of design principles and printing 
 processes 

 EDUCATION 
 Rutgers University  , New Brunswick NJ 
 Full-Stack Bootcamp Certificate 
 A 12 week intensive full-stack web development program focused on gaining skills in marketable 
 technologies such as Javascript, Node, React, SQL, and MongoDB. 

 Kean University,  Union NJ 
 Completed 78 credits towards a  BA in Graphic Design 
 Learned to solve visual communication problems through creative design, typography, and 
 utilizing design software. Achieved Dean’s List honors each semester. 


